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Abstract

This paper presents results from empirical studies on language contrasts, translation shifts and translation strategies gained 
by exploiting the CroCo Corpus. The aim of this paper is to show that the insights from investigating the comparable parts 
of the corpus can be complemented by additionally exploiting the parallel parts of the corpus using the examples of word 
order peculiarities and diverging part-of-speech frequencies in English and German. The exploitation of the corpus pro-
ceeds in two steps. First, contrastive differences are identified in the comparable parts of the corpus. In the second step, 
the solutions chosen by human translators to deal with the contrastive differences are identified. These can be used to de-
cide between different possible translation strategies and can serve as templates for translation strategies to be adopted in 
the development of MT systems.

 1 . Multilingual Corpora  in Translation
The creation of linguistic corpora in the past decades has 
made possible  new ways  of  researching  linguistic  phe-
nomena  and  refining  methods  of  processing  language 
with the computer. In the field of translation, corpora are 
making inroads as well. Corpus-based translation studies 
are steadily gaining interest thus potentially serving as an 
input  to  research in  the  field  of  machine  translation as 
well.

The aspects we can study from comparable and paral-
lel corpora differ. However, the decision is not necessari-
ly between creating either a comparable or a parallel cor-
pus. One outcome of the CroCo project1 is a corpus that 
contains  both parts.

This paper demonstrates how the CroCo corpus (Neu-
mann & Hansen-Schirra, 2005) can be used both as com-
parable as well  as parallel  corpus and what kind of in-
sights we can gain for each of the fields mentioned above. 
It also shows how techniques from both worlds can com-
plement each other.

The  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  In  section  2 we 
shortly introduce the topics of language contrasts, transla-
tion shifts, translation strategies and information structure. 
In section 3 we will present the design and representation 
of  our  English-German corpus  of  originals  and transla-
tions as well as its exploitation. Section  4 discusses the 
findings from the corpus exploitation. Section 5 gives an 
overview  of  our  conclusions  and  offers  an  outlook  on 
computational applications of our findings.

 2 . Strategies for Handling Language 
Contrasts

Language contrasts can be studied by investigating corpo-
ra of the languages involved using multilingually compa-

1 http://fr46.uni-saarland.de/croco, funded by the German Re-
search Foundation as project no. STE 840/5-2 and HA 5457/1-2

rable techniques (Granger et al., 2003). Contrasts become 
visible at all levels of language, in graphology (in written 
mode), morphology, syntax and on text level and can be 
investigated empirically with the help of comparable cor-
pora. For instance, the claim that English has a more rigid 
word order than German with the subject mostly in sen-
tence-initial position can easily be tested on a corpus like 
the annotated CroCo corpus by simply querying the num-
ber of sentences where the subject  is in sentence-initial 
position  in  both  languages  (see  section  4.1).  Examples 
from the corpus may be helpful to understand how Ger-
man word order relates to English in terms of rigidness.

When comparing source texts and their translations in 
another language  (parallel  techniques),  translation shifts 
become apparent.  Translation shifts have been discussed 
in translation studies since the 1950s (Vinay & Darbelnet, 
1958; Catford, 1965; Newmark, 1988; van Leuven-Zwart, 
1989).  The  accounts  are  similar  in  that  they  categorize 
lexical, grammatical, and semantic shifts. On the level of 
lexis, the focus is on strategies for gaps or  lacunae, i.e. 
lexical  items  that  do  not  exist  in  the  target  language. 
Grammatical shifts are often called transpositions and re-
fer  to  changing  tense,  number,  person,  part-of-speech. 
They function  in  the  target  text  without  changing  the 
meaning. A special case is what Catford (1965) calls “lev-
el shifts” where the shift involves both lexis and grammar, 
because a given grammatical construction is not available 
in the target language and has to be replaced by an alter-
native lexical item reflecting the meaning of the construc-
tion. In semantic shifts, or modulations (Vinay & Darbel-
net, 1958), a change of perspective occurs between source 
and target text. This may involve concretion, explication, 
negation of the opposite, (de-) passivization, etc.

In  computational  linguistics,  translation  shifts  of  all 
types are a crucial issue for the development of MT sys-
tems.  Identification,  classification  and  formalization  of 
translation shifts have received considerable attention in 

http://fr46.uni-saarland.de/croco


the MT community (e.g. in the Eurotra project, Copeland 
et al., 1991). Within this context, Barnett et al. (1991) in-
troduce  a  rough  distinction  between  translation diver-
gences for mere structural differences and mismatches for 
changes which also comprise shifts in meaning. Under the 
umbrella term complex transfer, Lindop & Tsujii (1991) 
present a comprehensive discussion of examples that ap-
pear to be problematic for MT. On this basis, Kinoshita et 
al.  (1992)  classify  these  divergence  problems into  four 
categories:  argument-switching,  head-switching,  decom-
position and raising. Dorr (1994) proposes a more fine-
grained  categorization  of  MT  divergences.  She  distin-
guishes  between  thematic,  promotional,  demotional, 
structural,  conflational,  categorical  and  lexical  diver-
gences, thus using linguistic categories. Additionally, she 
presents a formal description of these divergences and an 
interlingua approach to a systematic dealing with diver-
gences. 

In more recent studies, multiply annotated parallel cor-
pora are used to develop interlingual representations (Far-
well et al., 2004) or to learn transfer rules (Čmejrek et al., 
2004; Hinrichs et al., 2000). These approaches implicitly 
include  translation  shifts  in  MT  procedures  and  could 
benefit from input from translation studies.  Cyrus (2006) 
combines the two perspectives, but her focus on the predi-
cate argument structure restricts the findings to semantic 
shifts. A further limitation of the study results from the di-
rect annotation of translation shifts. A theory-neutral an-
notation  and alignment  on different  levels  like  the  one 
proposed here offers the opportunity to query the corpus 
for different purposes. 

On sentential and textual level, the translator is faced 
with an information structure which, due to grammatical, 
lexical and other differences cannot always be directly re-
produced thus entailing modulation (see section 4.1). The 
translation strategies used to map information structures 
from one language onto another  result in shifts that may 
occur on all linguistic levels and are due to the translator’s 
understanding as well as idiosyncratic preferences during 
the translation process, to contrastive differences between 
the languages involved or to different register characteris-
tics. 

The present paper presents a linguistically founded ap-
proach  to  detecting  translation  shifts  and  studying  lan-
guage contrasts and translation strategies in a multiply an-
notated and aligned comparable and parallel corpus.

 3 . Corpus Design, Representation and 
Exploitation

The  CroCo  corpus  was  built  to  investigate  contrastive 
commonalitites  and  differences  between  the  two 
languages involved as well as peculiarities in translations. 
It  consists  of  English  originals  (EO),  their  German 
translations (GTrans) as well as German originals (GO) 
and their English translations (ETrans).  Both translation 
directions are represented in eight registers, with at least 
10 texts  totalling 31,250 words  per  register.  Altogether 
the CroCo Corpus comprises approximately one million 

words. Additionally, register-neutral reference corpora are 
included for German and English including 2,000 word 
samples from 17 registers.
The corpus thus consists of both, comparable and parallel, 
parts. The registers are political essays (ESSAY), fictional 
texts (FICTION), instruction manuals (INSTR), popular-
scientific  texts  (POPSCI),  corporate  communication 
(SHARE), prepared speeches (SPEECH), tourism leaflets 
(TOU) as well as websites (WEB) and were selected be-
cause of their relevance for the investigation of translation 
properties in the language pair English-German. All texts 
are annotated with 
- meta information including a brief register analysis 

that  allows additional  filter  options following the 
TEI  standard  (Sperberg-McQueen  &  Burnard, 
1994), 

- part-of-speech  information  using  the  TnT  tagger 
(Brants, 2000) with the STTS tag set for German 
(Schiller et al., 1999) and the Susanne tag set for 
English (Sampson, 1995),

- morphology  using  MPRO  (Maas,  1998)  which 
operates on both languages,

- phrase structure again using MPRO and
- grammatical functions of the highest nodes in the 

sentence,  manually  annotated  with  MMAX2 
(Müller & Strube, 2006).

Furthermore, all texts are aligned on 
- word level using GIZA++ (Och & Ney, 2003),
- chunk level indirectly by mapping the grammatical 

functions onto each other,
- clause level manually again using MMAX2,
- sentence level using the WinAlign component  of 

the Trados Translator’s Workbench (Heyn,  1996) 
with additional manual correction.

For an effective exploitation of the annotated data, the an-
notation  and  alignment  is  converted  into  a  MySQL 
database.  The  information  on  token  level,  such  as  tok-
enization, part-of-speech, lemmatization and word align-
ment, is written into tables in the database. The tokens in 
one language are indexed, each index referring to a string, 
a lemma, a part-of-speech tag and an index for its align-
ment in the other language. At chunk level, the tables are 
filled with information about chunk type and the gram-
matical function it fulfills. The tables for chunks are con-
nected to the information at token level. Analogously, the 
clause and sentence segmentations as well  as the corre-
sponding alignments are transformed into tables connect-
ed to the token tables in the MySQL database. This type 
of storage offers an easy and fast method to query the cor-
pus. Additionally, a query interface with a menu-like, pre-
defined set of queries can be connected to the database, 
also allowing non-experts to query the corpus.



 4 . Findings

 4.1 Information Structure in German and En-
glish-German Translations
The CroCo corpus is used to study and compare linguistic 
phenomena both from a cross-lingual and a monolingual 
perspective using original  and translated texts. This has 
been done for grammatical functions in theme (i.e. sen-
tence-initial)  position  as  table  1 illustrates.  The  figures 
have been computed for the register SHARE. 

subj obj compl adv verb other
EO_SHARE 63.43 0.15 0.15 27.14 0.80 8.35
ETRANS_SHARE 64.20 0.19 0.45 27.13 0.25 7.77
GTRANS_SHARE 55.47 2.42 0.22 36.08 0.51 5.29
GO_SHARE 50.25 8.46 1.70 31.00 1.20 7.39

Table 1: Grammatical functions in theme position (in per-
cent).

Focussing on the grammatical  functions subject  (abbre-
viated „subj“) and adverbials („adv“), the quantitative fi-
gures confirm the widespread assumption that English has 
a stronger tendency than German to put the subject in the-
me position. The proportion of subjects in sentence-initial 
position in EO is more than 13 percentage points higher 
than in  GO.  The figures  suggest  a  general  tendency in 
German SHARE texts to vary the function located in sen-
tence-initial position. This can be attributed to  language-
typological  peculiarities  of  mapping  the  grammatical 
functions on semantic roles in the two languages involved 
(Hawkins, 1986). English is more restricted as to the loca-
tion of the subject, but the subject can accommodate vari-
ous semantic roles more easily than German. Conversely, 
German is more flexible as to which element goes first in 
the sentence, but requires different grammatical functions 
to reflect the various semantic roles. 

Both, the human translator and the MT system, have to 
accommodate these differences in the translation.  There 
are two possible solutions for cases, where a one-to-one 
translation  is  not  possible.  Either  (1)  the  order  of  the 
grammatical functions remains constant and the semantic 
content of the original is moved to a different grammati-
cal function or (2) the linear precedence of the semantic 
content is kept and the order of grammatical functions is 
changed. 

To retrieve the strategy preferred by human translators, 
we query the source sentence subject chunk in combina-
tion with the word alignment. Where the semantic content 
is not part of the target sentence subject chunk, the word 
alignment points to a different grammatical function. At 
present,  the results have a low precision and recall rate 
and can therefore only be seen as a first indication. 

Two findings (cf. Kast, 2007) seem particularly inte-
resting: In  the translation direction German-English, the 
lexical  content of subjects  is  often shifted to direct  ob-
jects. 

GO: Auch im Berichtsjahr setzte [die SAP] ihre bewährte 
Politik des offenen und intensiven Meinungs- und Informa-
tionsaustausches fort.
ETrans: [1994] saw SAP continue to pursue its proven policy 
of open and intensive exchange of information and values. 

Here, the translator has chosen solution 2: The subject in 
GO (in squared brackets) is located after the verb, a posi-
tion that  is  not  easily accessible to the English subject. 
Consequently, the perspective is changed in the transla-
tion with the temporal information now in the subject and 
the former agent “SAP” now a direct object (underlined), 
thus leading to a modulation (see section 2.1). 

The translation direction English-German highlights a 
shift from subject in EO to adverbial in GTrans. 

EO: [Day 2] covered new thinking in Globalization, Six Sig-
ma and Product Services. 
GTrans: Am zweiten Tag widmete [man] sich dem Gedanke-
naustausch und neuen Ideen zu den Themen Globalisierung, 
Six Sigma und produktbezogene Dienstleistungen. 

Again, solution 2 seems to be the preferred one: Rather 
than changing the precedence of the semantic content, the 
translator chose to map the content on another function 
that is more amenable to temporal information in German, 
namely an adverbial. 

These initial  findings point to a preference in human 
translation  to  preserve  information  sequencing  while 
varying the mapping of grammatical  functions,  thus ac-
cepting a change in perspective. This result can be used in 
the development of MT systems when aiming at produc-
ing a more natural output.

 4.2 Part-of-speech Distributions and Shifts
 As on the level of chunks, parts-of-speech reflect clear 
differences  between  the  two  languages  as  can  be  seen 
from the comparable corpora displayed in table  2. Both, 
the reference corpora (ER and GR) and the register-con-
trolled corpora (EO_ and GO_SHARE) show divergences 
that require handling during translation. The interpretation 
of these divergences, however, is not always straightfor-
ward.

noun adj verb adv

ER 24.60 6.24 15.72 4.63

GR 22.93 9.20 13.04 5.02

EO_SHARE 29.14 6.97 13.83 3.15

GO_SHARE 25.30 10.69 11.64 4.30

Table 2: Part-of-speech statistics in %

Interestingly, we find a higher percentage of nouns in En-
glish than in German. One reason for the former observa-
tion  is  a  clearly  technical  one.  German compounds  are 
written in one word (e.g. “Gerichtsentscheidung”), where-
as the parts of English compounds are mostly separated 
(e.g. “court decision”). The POS tagger does not decom-
pose compounds, so where a compound containing two or 
more nouns is only counted once for German, each part is 
counted separately in English.



Furthermore, the proportion of verbs seems to be high-
er  in  English originals  than in  the German comparable 
texts. This divergence can be observed in the contrastive 
reference corpora as well as in the register-controlled cor-
pora. Rather than for technical reasons, this seems to be a 
genuine  contrastive  difference  between  the  two  lan-
guages, that can be expected to have an effect on transla-
tion in the form of transpositions (see section 2). Transpo-
sitions can be retrieved from the corpus by querying for 
an aligned word pair with different part-of-speech tags.

Table 3 illustrates the frequency of the different trans-
positions  for  both  translation  directions,  taken  from 
SHARE.2

Type of shift English-
German

German-
English

verb-noun 24.31 16.98
verb-adjective 11.69 2.80
verb-adverb 6.95 0.25
adjective-noun 17.43 9.48
adjective-verb 1.84 9.92
adjective-adverb 1.42 11.58
noun-adjective 13.89 21.63
noun-verb 5.74 16.98
noun-adverb 3.40 1.08
adverb-adjective 10.06 1.34
adverb-noun 3.05 1.59
adverb-verb 0.21 6.36

Table 3: Frequencies of transpositions in %

For this sub-corpus, we have a total of 40,090 English-
German aligned lexical  word pairs, among which 1,411 
(3.52%)  shifts  are  found,  and  37,694  German-English 
aligned word pairs with 1,572 (4.17%) shifts. Comparing 
the types of shifts, we can generalize that we find more 
verb to x alignments for English-German, but fewer x to 
noun alignments and more noun to x alignments for Ger-
man-English. This means that English translations are less 
nominal than their German originals. The following ex-
cerpt is taken from the English-German verb-noun list and 
displayed as follows: original – pos ### translation – pos.

do -   vd0   ###   Handeln -   nn
play -   vv0   ###   Spielen -   nn
work -   vv0   ###   Arbeiten -   nn
programming -   vvg   ###   Programme -   nn
communicate -   vv0   ###   Kommunikation -   nn
believe -   vv0   ###   Auffassung -   nn
computing  -  vvg   ###   Computers -   nn
compared -   vvn   ###   Vergleich -   nn
learn -   vv0   ###   Lernen -   nn
enters -   vvz   ###   Schwelle -   nn
integrate -   vv0   ###   Integration -   nn

2 The error rate for the part-of-speech tagger is 3.07% for the 
German subcorpora and 5.09% for the English subcorpora. Test-
ed on a small sample from SHARE, the word aligner reaches 
78.1% precision and 62.8% recall. Other influences on precision 
and recall include problems of mapping the contrastive tag sets. 
However, these are difficult to quantify.

develop -   vv0   ###   Entwicklung -   nn
browsing -   vvg   ###   Browsen -   nn
manage -   vv0   ###   Verwalten -   nn
connect -   vv0   ###   Verbindung -   nn
control -   vv0   ###   Kontrolle -   nn

The following example illustrates these English-German 
transpositions, which result in nominalizations in the Ger-
man translation. 

EO: Whether you want to communicate, learn, work, or play, 
the PC can enrich and improve the experience.
GTrans: Ganz gleich, ob Sie ein Hilfsmittel zur Kommunika-
tion oder zum  Lernen,  Arbeiten oder  Spielen benötigen, der 
PC kann diese Erfahrung eindringlicher und besser gestalten.

The solutions  found by the human translators  might  be 
mistaken as deficient. In fact, the above example shows 
an appropriate solution to the difference between English 
and German in terms of the frequency of infinite construc-
tions. Transpositions can therefore serve as a basis to de-
velop transfer rules in MT systems that handle contrastive 
differences between the languages involved. 

 5 . Conclusions and Outlook
The paper has presented findings from empirical studies 
in a German-English comparable and parallel  corpus. It 
has shown that techniques applied for either comparable 
or parallel corpora can complement each other, providing 
explanations from the latter for observations made using 
the former  corpus.  The findings  from the analyses  pre-
sented here demonstrate that solutions chosen be human 
translators which appear to deviate from the source text 
must  not  necessarily  be  defective.  They  can  rather  be 
viewed as a valuable resource for creating a more natural 
output of MT systems taking into account contrastive dif-
ferences  in  language  use.  These  can  only  be  identified 
with the help of a comparable  corpus. The findings en-
courage  further  investigation  into  language  contrasts, 
translations shifts and translation strategies.

For the application in MT, the use of corpora - and thus 
empirical  resources  for  language  contrasts,  translation 
shifts and translation strategies - is expected to be more 
dynamic than rule-based approaches. The combination of 
linguistic corpus enrichment and the extracted translation 
shifts  allows compiling a comprehensive set  of  transfer 
rules for MT systems,  ideally evaluated on the basis of 
translation models from translation studies. With this ap-
proach, existing translations serve as a basis for solving 
translation  problems  thus  making  the  MT output  more 
similar to human translation.
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